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Abstract 

Electron density, temperature and parallel pressure measurements at several locations along field lines connecting the 
midplane scrapeoff layer (SOL) with the outer divertor are presented for both attached and partially-detached divertor cases: 
Ip = 1.4 MA, q95 = 4.2 a n d  Pinput  ~ 6.7 MW under ELMing H-mode conditions. At the onset of the Partially Detached 
Divertor (PDD), a high density, low temperature plasma forms in the divertor SOL (divertor MARFE). The electron pressure 
drops by a factor of 2 between the midplane separatrix and the X-point and then an additional ~ 3 -5  times between the 
X-point and the outboard separatrix strike point. These results are in contrast to the attached (non-PDD) case, where electron 
pressure in the SOL is reduced by, at most, a factor of two between the midplane and the divertor target. Divertor MARFEs 
generally have only marginal adverse impact on important H-mode characteristics, such as confinement time. In fact, PDD 
discharges at low input power (i.e., approximately twice the L-H-mode  threshold power) maintain good H-mode 
characteristics until a high density, low temperature plasma abruptly forms inside the separatrix near the X-point (X-point 
MARFE). Concurrent with the appearance of this X-point MARFE is a degradation in both energy confinement and the 
plasma fueling rate and an increase in the carbon impurity concentration inside the core plasma. The formation of the 
X-point MARFE is consistent with a thermal instability resulting from the temperature dependence of the carbon radiative 
cooling rate in the range ~ 7 -30  eV. 
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1. Introduction 

We have previously shown that for attached ELMing 
H-mode discharges the total plasma pressure near the 
outboard midplane ( n e t  e + niT i) was N 2 times the total 

* Corresponding author. Tel.: + 1-619 455 4671; fax: + 1-619 
455 4156. 

pressure measured near the outboard separatrix strike point 
(OSP) [1,2]. Within the uncertainty of the measurements 
and the uncertainties introduced by the assumptions that 
T i = T e at the plasma/divertor tile interface and that the 
kinetic flow contribution along the field line is negligible, 
this result was consistent with plasma pressure balance. 

When cold deuterium gas was added to ELMing 
H-mode discharges in sufficient quantity, however, the 
formation of a high density, highly radiative region located 
between the X-point and OSP was observed. Because the 
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behavior of this high density, highly radiative region has 
shown several similarities to MARFE [3-5] behavior, we 
will find it convenient to refer to it as a 'divertor MARFE' 
and we designate the operating regime after the divertor 
MARFE forms as the 'partially detached divertor' (PDD) 
regime [2]. The formation of the divertor MARFE in 
DIII-D generally has had only modest, if any, negative 
impact on energy confinement in the main plasma ( <  10% 
of pre-puff) [1,2,6]. In addition to the divertor MARFE, 
other characteristics of the PDD regime in DIII-D are: (1) 
factors of 3-5  times reduction in the peak heat flux and 
total incident power on the divertor surfaces compared to 
pre-puff times, (2) a significant reduction in particle flux 
near the OSP and (3) plasma pressure balance along the 
flux surfaces that connect to the divertor is significantly 
violated [1,2,6]. While some details may differ, other 
tokamaks, such as Alcator C-MOD [7], JET [8] and 
ASDEX-Upgrade [9], have reported similar behaviors. 

This study extends previous work by mapping electron 
density (n~), temperature (T~) and pressure (P~) at several 
upstream locations between the X-point and the divertor 
floor. This is now possible using the Divertor Thomson 
Scattering (DTS) diagnostic [10]. In Section 2, we outline 
the main experimental considerations. In Sections 3 and 4, 
we examine the divertor n~, T~ and P~ distributions during 

ELMing H-mode operation for both PDD and non-PDD 
cases, respectively. In Section 5, we present an example of 
a high density, PDD H-mode plasma successfully operat- 
ing at only ~ 2 times its L-H-mode power threshold 
value and show that the abrupt formation of a high density 
region inside the separatrix near the X-point (X-point 
MARFE) may be an important step leading to the eventual 
degradation of its H-mode properties. In this paper, it is 
important to distinguish between the 'divertor MARFE' 
(which lies entirely outside the separatrix flux surface and 
may extend from the X-point region down to the divertor 
floor) and the 'X-point MARFE' (which lies entirely 
inside the separatrix flux surface near the X-point). 

2. Experimental considerations 

A single-null divertor configuration was used in this 
study. The poloidal cross-section was generated by the 
EFITD magnetics code [11]. The particle drift was toward 
the X-point. No active particle pumping was used. In 
analyzing the following ELMing H-mode plasmas, we 
only consider the Thomson scattering measurements made 
between ELMs. 

The DTS line of sight is fixed. Hence, the X-point (and 
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Fig. I. ELMing  H-mode  non-PDD case: The radial profiles to t  the electron density and temperature are taken at two heights  above the 

divertor  floor: ( a - b )  X-point  height  and  ( c - d )  near  the floor. The X-axis uses normal ized flux coordinates,  where  Or< > 1 is in the S O L  and 
O N = 1.03 would  correspond to ~ 0.01 m outside the separatrix at the midplane.  The triangles represent the divertor  data,  while the circles 

represent the data taken near  the midplane;  the solid curve is the least-squares fit to the midplane data. The d ischarge  parameters  were: 

/p ~ 1.4 MA, B t = 2.1 T, a = 0.6 m, q95 = 4.2 and Pinput = 6.7 MW, which is 3 - 3 . 5  times the L - H - m o d e  transit ion power.  
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divertor plasma) must be radially swept across the line of 
sight in order to obtain a two-dimensional 'picture' of the 
divertor n e and T~. Details of this procedure are discussed 
elsewhere in this volume [12]. 

3. ELMing H-mode (no D 2 injection) 

Fig. 1 shows the electron density and temperature 
profiles for two horizontal slices across the outer divertor: 
(a-b)  taken at X-point height and (c-d)  taken at a location 
just above the divertor floor; the X-axis coordinate is 
normalized flux ~ n  (see Fig. 1). At the X-point height, 
the electron density and temperature were approximately 
equal to their respective upstream midplane values (Fig. 
la-b) .  

Downstream near the divertor floor, the electron den- 
sity values in the scrapeoff were ~ 3 times their corre- 
sponding midplane values (Fig. lc). The density dropped 
off rapidly in the private flux region (i.e., ~N < 1.0). On 
the other hand, the electron temperatures near the divertor 
floor were several times lower than their respective mid- 
plane values (Fig. ld); for example, T e near the OSP was 
= 30 eV, which was ~ 1 /3  times its midplane value. T~ 
in the private flux region was only a few eV. 

Fig. 2 shows electron pressure from the X-point height 
down to the divertor floor along a SOL flux tube (a) 
adjacent to the separatrix (1//N = 1.000-1.004) and (b) 
along a flux tube farther out into the SOL (~N = 1.016- 
1.020). The divertor pressures are normalized to their 
respective midplane values. While there is scatter in the 
data, the electron pressure along both sets of field lines is 
approximately constant along their respective flux tubes 
and from the midplane to close to the divertor floor. 
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Fig. 2. ELMing H-mode non-PDD case: The electron pressures 
along SOL field lines (a) adjacent to the separatrix and (b) farther 
out into the scrapeoff are shown as a function of vertical height 
above the floor for the discharge described in Fig. 1. The divertor 
pressures (Pe.mv) are normalized to their corresponding midplane 
electron pressures (Pe.M~D). Since the X-point height above the 
divertor floor changed slightly during the X-point sweep, the 
vertical X-point location has some variation, characterized by the 
cross-hatched region. 

4. PDD ELMing H-mode (with D 2 injection) 

The electron density, temperature and pressure in the 
PDD divertor have a much different distribution than those 
of the non-PDD ELMing H-mode. This is shown in Fig. 3 
for a discharge with nearly identical parameters to the 
discharge discussed above, except that D 2 gas injection 
has triggered PDD activity. Fig. 3 shows n e- and Te-profile 
slices at the same vertical heights as those in Fig. 1. The 
electron density values across the X-point slice were sig- 
nificantly higher than those corresponding to the midplane 
SOL (e.g., n e in the SOL near the X-point was > 10 times 
its midplane value (Fig. 3a). The corresponding electron 
temperatures near the X-point were much colder ( ~  2 eV) 
than upstream near the midplane (Fig. 3b). T e was higher 
( ~  5 eV) farther out into the SOL, but this temperature 
was still much less than the corresponding upstream val- 
ues. 

At the divertor floor the electron density near the OSP 
dropped about an order of magnitude compared with its 

upstream value near the X-point, but was comparable to its 
upstream midplane value (Fig. 3c). However, the electron 
density increased outboard of the OSP by at least an order 
of magnitude, similar to the results found earlier [1,2,6]. 
The characteristic electron temperature at this height was a 
few eV. 

Fig. 4 shows the normalized electron pressure along the 
same two sets of SOL tubes as was shown in Fig. 2. 
Unlike the ELMing (non-PDD) case, there was some 
reduction ( ~  2 times) in electron pressure along SOL field 
lines adjacent to the separatrix between the midplane and 
X-point; a further reduction of a factor of ~ 5 was ob- 
served between the X-point and the divertor floor. This 
reduction in electron pressure was not observed along field 
lines farther into the scrapeoff (Fig. 4b), where the data 
suggests that the electron pressure increased near the diver- 
tot floor and may have had a value higher than its up- 
stream midplane value, qualitatively similar to previous 
observations [ 1 ]. 
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5. High density PDD operation 

We now examine an evolving PDD discharge resulting 
from continuous D 2 gas injection. This discharge differs 
from the above PDD plasma in three respects. First, be- 
ca/~se there was no X-point sweeping during this shot, a 
time history at several divertor locations is available. Sec- 
ond, because this discharge has a lower X-point than the 
discharge described above, several channels of the divertor 
Thomson lie inside the separatrix; this permits simultane- 
ous Thomson scattering measurements near the X-point, 
both inside and outside the separatrix. Third, steady input 
power is ~ 4 MW, which is only ~ 2 times the power 
required for the L-H-mode transition. Line-averaged elec- 
tron density rose steadily throughout most of the PDD, 
which formed at t ~ 2.5 s, as evidenced by the density 
buildup along the outer divertor leg (Ah e, Fig. 5b). A 
roll-over in both line-averaged density and the energy 
confinement time, normalized to the ITER-89 value [13], 
was observed between 4.15 s and 4.36 s (Fig. 5a, c). The 
electron density ne,~o I, temperature Te,so I and pressure Pe,~oJ, 
which were measured in the SOL adjacent to the X-point, 
displayed the expected high density, low temperature and 
pressure 'divertor MARFE'  characteristics noted in Sec- 
tion 4 (Fig. 5d-f). On the other hand, the electron density 

ne,x_point, temperature Te,x_poin t and pressure P e . x - p o i n t '  

which were also measured at a location adjacent to the 
X-point (but inside the separatrix), displayed MARFE-like 

behavior only after ~ 4.15 s, i.e., an abrupt collapse in 7~ 
(from ~ 2 5  eV to ~ 5  eV) and jump in n~ (from 
~1  X l 0  2° m -3 to ~ 2 × 1 0 2 o  m-3).  Finally, we note 
that the measured (CER) fraction of carbon in the core 
plasma increased during the X-point MARFE presence 
(Fig. 5g). 

Additional analysis has shown a modest reduction in 
the midplane electron temperature (upstream of t h e  Te.x_poin t 
measurement) following the formation of this 'X-point 
MARFE':  T e ~ 70 eV (prior to the X-point MARFE) and 
T~ ~ 50 eV (during the X-point MARFE). The electron 
pressure at this time was better preserved on the inside- 

separatrix flux surface than on the outside-separatrix sur- 
face. P~,x-voint was roughly equal to.its upstream midplane 
value before the formation of the X-point MARFE and 
~ 70% of its midplane value alter the X-point MARFE 
formation, while Pe,sol remained ~ 1 /3  its upstream mid- 
plane pressure throughout. The absolute value of Pe.x-point 
after the formation of the X-point MARFE, however, was 
a factor of ~ 2-3  times lower than prior to the formation 
of the X-point MARFE. 

6. Discussion 

Electron pressure balance was largely maintained in the 
scrapeoff layer of ELMing H-mode non-PDD plasmas. On 
the other hand, pressure balance in the SOL was not 
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Fig. 3. ELMing H-mode PDD case: The radial profiles for the electron density and the electron temperature are taken at the two heights 
discussed in Fig. 2. The discharge parameters were nearly identical to those of the non-PDD c a s e :  ]p = [.4 MA, B t = 2.1 T, a = 0.6 m, 
q95 = 4.1 a n d  Pinput = 6.2 MW. 
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maintained when the discharge is in the PDD regime. The 
electron pressure was significantly reduced between the 
midplane and the OSP, while it appeared to increase 
between the midplane and the 'f loor '  for a flux tube farther 
out in the SOL. Coupled with data that has shown neutral 
pressure in the private flux region ~ tens of mTorr during 
the PDD [1,2], such behavior implies momentum transfer 
across flux surfaces in the divertor SOL, possibly via 
charge-exchange or ion-neutral collisions [14-16]. These 
two processes should be relatively important at the cold 
divertor temperatures ( <  5 eV) measured. (Feedback on 
neutral pressure in the private flux region has been shown, 
in fact, as an effective means of turning the PDD 'on '  and 
'off '  [2].) While DIII-D [1] and other tokamaks [7,9,17] 
have previously reported cold temperatures at the divertor 
floor (using Langmuir probes), the DTS diagnostic shows 
that these 'cold'  temperatures extend well above the floor 
to at least the X-point height. Hence, the region where 
momentum transfer across flux surfaces might be of im- 
portance may be a significant fraction of the divertor 
volume. 

In previous high power experiments in DIII-D [1,2,6], 
we showed that ELMing H-mode PDD discharges could 
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Fig. 4. ELMing H-mode PDD case: The electron pressures along 
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Fig. 5. Et,oh'ing PDD discharge: (a) ~ e  is the line-averaged 
density of the main plasma, (b) Aft e is an indicator of PDD 
activity and density buildup along the outboard leg, (c) r E/'rE8 9 

is the energy confinement time normalized to the ITER-89 L-mode 
scaling, (d) ne ,X_poin  t and ne.so L are respectively the electron 
densities inside and outside the separatrix near the X-point, (e) 
Te.x_poin t and T~.so L are respectively the electron temperatures 
inside and outside the separatrix near the X-point, (f) P e , x - p o i n t  

and Pe.soL are respectively the electron pressures inside and 
outside the separatrix near the X-point and (g) ncar/n e iS the 
fraction of carbon impurity in the core plasma, as determined by 
charge-exchange recombination. Discharge parameters: lp = 1.4 
M A ,  B t = 2.1 T, a = 0.6 m, q95 = 4.2 and P i n p u l  = 3.9 MW, D z 
puff rate = 70 T.1/s. 

be operated over a fairly large range in line-averaged 
density (fie). These discharges were at 'high power'  in the 
sense that the power levels used were several times the 
power level needed to trigger the L - H  transition. ELMing 
H-mode PDD discharges were routinely triggered at ~ 
60% of the Greenwald density limit [18] and could be 
maintained up to ~ 80%-90% of the Greenwald limit. 

In this paper we demonstrated that PDD discharges at 
only twice the L -H-mode  threshold power could be suc- 
cessfully operated over a density range comparable to the 
higher power cases. We were able to maintain T E / T E 8  9 

1.6 through most of the PDD regime, as long as the 
MARFE-Iike activity was confined to the divertor SOL. 
When the electron temperature inside the separatrix near 
the X-point decreased to ~ 25 -30  eV range, a pronounced 
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drop-off in  Ze,x_poin t (and a sharp rise in  ne,X.poin t) fol- 
lowed. This might be understood in terms of the behavior 
of carbon impurity radiation near the X-point. Recent 
studies of MARFE-Iike radiation during the PDD opera- 
tion suggest that a significant contributor to radiated power 
in the X-point region during PDD operation is carbon 
( ~  50%) [19]. While the cooling rate for the carbon impu- 
rity [20] decreases between T e ~ 100 and ~ 30 eV, it 
increases by 2 -3  orders of magnitude from T~ ~ 25 to 
~ 7 eV. This suggests: (1) that an X-point plasma with a 
significant carbon impurity component may become ther- 
mally unstable (and subject to MARFE condensation) when 
Te,x_poin t drifts down to the 25-30 eV range (as it did 
during the extended gas puffing in this case) and (2) that 
one can expect the X-point region to maintain thermal 
stability if Te,x .po in  t ~ 40-90 eV. This issue is now under 
quantitative investigation [21]. 

After the MARFE had penetrated the X-point separatrix 
region, ~E and the rate of rise in fie were measurably 
reduced. Radiated power from inside the separatrix near 
the X-point was observed to go up during this time. The 
carbon impurity concentration in the main plasma in- 
creased significantly following the formation of the X-point 
MARFE. While the processes leading to this influx are still 
under investigation, one can hypothesize that the drop in 
Te,x_poin t to only a few eV may have made the core plasma 
much more accessible to the carbon impurity influx. 

7. Conclusion 

The onset of the PDD is characterized by the formation 
of a high density, very low temperature divertor plasma 
(divertor MARFE), part of which may lie adjacent to the 
X-point (but outside the separatrix). The divertor MARFE 
appears to have only marginal effect on energy confine- 
ment and the rate of rise in fie. In fact, the carbon impurity 
concentration in the main plasma is reduced following the 
PDD transition. However, continued deuterium gas puffing 
during the PDD may eventually lead to the formation of a 
high density, low temperature region inside the separatrix 
near the X-point (X-point MARFE). When this happens, 
degradations in energy confinement, fueling effectiveness 
and core plasma cleanliness are observed. We suspect that 
the formation of an X-point MARFE is due to the destabi- 
lizing influence of the carbon cooling rate behavior which 
occurs when Ze,x_poin  t drops under 25-30 eV, as discussed 
above. This result suggests that the density operating range 
of high density PDD H-mode divertor discharges might be 
increased, if a critical X-point temperature can be main- 
tained. For tokamaks which are dominated by intrinsic 

impurities other than carbon, this 'critical' temperature 
range may be different. 
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